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in-layed squares - specifications

all in-layed squares are applied to phenolic backers 
and can be applied to various substrates using the same 
techniques as plastic laminates utilizing contact cement 
or cold press applications

available in 30mm square and 50mm square

metals are brushed finish

veneers have no finish

applications:  door inserts, wall panels, ceiling panels, 
privacy screens, architectural millwork, and furniture 
inlays 

other species of veneer available by special order only 

disclaimer:  wood veneers are not selected from individual 
flitches, therefore variations in color, grain, texture, 
and figure will occur within the selected weaves.  panel 
alignment within a given pattern cannot  be guaranteed 
from panel to panel.  it is the responsibility of the design 
professional to incorporate frames, reveals, etc… as  
needed to achieve the desired effect.
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in-layed squares
on flexible phenolic backer

walnut & brushed aluminum (in3030-wba) walnut & brushed aluminum (in5050-wba)

mahogany & walnut  (in3030-mw)
* also available (not shown):

maple, cherry, walnut and mahogany

mahogany & brushed aluminum (in3030-mba)copper  (in3030-co)

brushed aluminum (in3030-ba)



all flexible weaves are applied to phenolic backers and 
can be applied to various substrates using the same 
techniques as plastic laminates utilizing contact cement 
or cold press applications

sizes available: 4 x 8 only.

disclaimer: wood veneers are not selected from individual 
flitches, therefore variations in color, grain, texture, 
and figure will occur within the selected weaves. the 
weaves are hand woven, therefore panel alignment within 
a given pattern cannot be guaranteed from panel to 
panel. it is the responsibility of the design professional 
to incorporate frames, reveals, etc… as needed to achieve 
the desired effect. 
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flexible WeaVes - specifications



 cherry engineered
 (2040-c) wenge
  (2040-ew)

 maple walnut cherry
 (2040-m) (2040-w) (2040-c)

flexible WeaVes



flexible WeaVes

 walnut engineered
 (2060-c) wenge
  (2060-ew)

 maple walnut cherry
 (2060-m) (2060-w) (2060-c)



 maple
 (3090-m)

 maple engineered
 (3090-m) wenge
  (3090-ew)

flexible WeaVes



flexible WeaVes

 walnut engineered
 (3535-w) wenge
  (3535-ew)

 maple walnut cherry
 (3535-m) (3535-w) (3535-c)



 maple engineered 
 (5050-m) wenge
  (5050-ew)

 maple walnut cherry
 (5050-m) (5050-w) (5050-c)

flexible WeaVes



all hand weaves require a captured border or frame

backers available in veneer or melamine for additional upcharge

available in: cherry, walnut, maple, oak, and engineered wenge 
phenolic backed veneers

custom sizes are not available

Panel dimensions are 48" x 96" x ³∕8" nominal

applications: door inserts, wall panels, ceiling panels, 
privacy screens, architectural millwork, and furniture inlays

disclaimer: wood veneers are not selected from individual 
flitches, therefore variations in color, grain, texture, and 
figure will occur within the selected weaves. the weaves 
are hand woven, therefore panel alignment within a given 
pattern cannot be guaranteed from panel to panel. it is the 
responsibility of the design professional to incorporate frames, 
reveals, etc… as needed to achieve the desired effect.
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riGid backed WeaVes - specifications



riGid backed WeaVes

small weave 
1" wide strips

swl11

sml20

sxl10

large weave 
2" wide strips

swb12

smb20

sxb10

veneer weaves

hand woven veneers
premounted on ¼" 
mdf
backside raw unless 
otherwise specified

metal weaves

hand woven brushed 
aluminum
premounted on ¼" 
fiberboard
backside raw unless 
otherwise specified 

metal & veneer weaves

hand woven brushed 
aluminum and 
prefinished veneers
premounted on ¼" 
fiberboard
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